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In a town full of vampires, mages, and werewolves, detective work can be dangerous: “Dark and sexy . . . a paranormal
treat” (Lara Adrian, New York Times–bestselling author). Shiarra Waynest’s job was dangerous enough when her client
base was strictly mortal. But ailing finances have forced her to accept a lucrative case that could save her firm—if it
doesn’t kill her first. Shiarra has signed on to work for a high-level mage to recover an ancient artifact owned by one of
New York’s most powerful vampires. As soon as the detective meets the sexy, mesmerizing vampire Alec Royce, she
knows her assignment is even more complicated than she thought. With a clandestine anti-Other group trying to recruit
her and magi being eliminated, Shiarra needs backup. She enlists her ex-boyfriend—a werewolf whose non-furry form is
disarmingly appealing—and a nerdy mage with surprising talents. But it may not be enough. In a city where the undead
roam, magic rules, and even the Others aren’t always what they seem, Shiarra has just become the secret weapon in a
battle between good and evil—whether she likes it or not. This fast-moving urban fantasy is “a fun, high octane ride with a
take charge heroine who will leave you wanting more” (Alexandra Ivy, New York Times–bestselling author). “Take a
sarcastic, likable heroine out of her depth with a mysterious, seductive vampire, add lots of scheming bad guys, and
you’ve got a delightful romp of a book.” —Angela Knight, New York Times–bestselling author “Full of litigious vampires,
sexy shapeshifters and a mage sidekick akin to Bond’s Q, what more could you want?” —Mark Henry, author of Battle of
the Network Zombies “Fresh, hilarious,
An inspirational and handy book of consciousness and love. Bring it with you on your daily journey for happiness
everywhere you go.
When Reuben, otherwise known as Sunshine Boy, was sent to write a piece about the uncertain future of the giant house
on the cliff, he wasn't expecting to warm so instantly to elegant heiress Marchent Nideck. Nor was he expecting to get
caught up in a violent attack which will leave him changed in ways he could never have imagined ... Anne Rice's
'Vampire Chronicles' defined a genre, but now she has another age-old story in her sights: the terrifying werewolf legend.
The classic monster of horror fiction is here reimagined and reinvented, with all Rice's supernatural sympathy and
inventiveness, as a romantic being, a potentially tragic figure bestowed with the gift of transformation and transcendence.
The Wolf Gift is a glorious celebration - of storytelling, of possibility, of truths revealed in the half-light. And in The Wolf
Gift's Reuben, we have a brand new hero for a brand new Anne Rice world.
An international bestseller and beloved cultural touchstone, Anne Rice’s classic novel Interview with the Vampire starts
“where Bram Stoker and the Hollywood versions leave off and penetrates directly to the true fascination of the myth”
(Chicago Tribune). But that’s only the beginning. Over the course of twelve interwoven novels, Rice crafts a richly
imagined, magnificently transporting epic around her chilling, charismatic antihero, Lestat. An aristocrat in the heady days
of pre-revolutionary France who lives to become a rock star in the demonic, shimmering 1980s, Lestat rushes through
the centuries in search of others like him, seeking answers to the mystery of his eternal, terrifying existence. Now, with
the publication of the complete series in one convenient eBook bundle, there has never been a better time to devour the
entirety of The Vampire Chronicles. Gathered here are the ten books that comprise the original saga: INTERVIEW WITH
THE VAMPIRE THE VAMPIRE LESTAT QUEEN OF THE DAMNED THE TALE OF THE BODY THIEF MEMNOCH THE
DEVIL THE VAMPIRE ARMAND MERRICK BLOOD AND GOLD BLACKWOOD FARM BLOOD CANTICLE . . . as well
as the two books of the New Tales of the Vampires: PANDORA VITTORIO, THE VAMPIRE Praise for the novels of Anne
Rice “Brilliant . . . [Rice’s] undead characters are utterly alive.”—The New York Times Book Review “If you surrender
and go with her . . . you have surrendered to enchantment, as in a voluptuous dream.”—The Boston Globe “Frightening,
sensual . . . Anne Rice will live on through the ages of literature. . . . To read her is to become giddy as if spinning
through the mind of time, to become lightheaded as if our blood is slowly being drained away.”—San Francisco Chronicle
“Unrelentingly erotic . . . sometimes beautiful, and always unforgettable.”—The Washington Post “Rice has created
universes within universes, traveling back in time as far as ancient, pre-pyramidic Egypt and journeying from the frozen
mountain peaks of Nepal to the crowded, sweating streets of southern Florida.”—Los Angeles Times “Fiercely ambitious,
nothing less than a complete unnatural history of vampires.”—The Village Voice
A Vampire Chronicles novella from the internationally bestselling Anne Rice In a cafe in modern-day Paris, in the
aftermath of a fresh kill, the fearless and beautiful Pandora begins to tell her tale of treachery, vengeance and love
stretching across two millennia. As a young mortal in Imperial Rome in the time of Caesar Augustus, Pandora was first
introduced to the blood-tainted cult of Isis. Later, in exile in Antioch, she was drawn even further into the dark, ancient
rites. Now looking back across the centuries, Pandora decides to return once more to New Orleans, to find the love of her
early life, Marius, and to see once again the Vampire Lestat...
"A terrific tale of supernatural sleuthing . . . provides edge-of-the-seat thrills and a high-octane emotional punch."
--Romantic Times Book Reviews "Once again Jeanne C. Stein delivers a jam-packed story full of mystery and intrigue
that will keep you glued to the edge of the seat! Just like with the first book in the Anna Strong series, The Becoming, I
could not put this book down even for a second. You will find yourself cheering Anna on as she goes after the bad guys.
Jeanne C. Stein has given us a tough-as-nails heroine everyone will love!" --Night Owl Romance My name is Anna
Strong. I'm a woman caught between two worlds--my past as a bounty hunter, my present as a vampire. I do my best to
hold on to what makes me human--my family, my job, my lover. But the pull of the undead is a siren song that's
becoming impossible to resist . . . Anna's fragile grip on a normal life evaporates when she discovers that her long-dead
brother had a child she never knew anything about. Now a young teen, that child--Trish--is caught up in the worst kind of
human nightmare. In order to save her niece, Anna fears she might have to surrender to the animal side of her nature. As
she stalks Trish's predators, the lines between good and evil are no longer clearly defined. And before long, Anna has to
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ask herself who is the real monster, the humans who prey on their own kind or herself, the blood-thirsty vampire doing
anything she has to in order to save them.
The tranquility of Mars is disrupted by humans who want to conquer space, colonize the planet, and escape a doomed
Earth.
From the bestselling author of PERCY JACKSON, Rick Riordan. Ana Dakkar is a freshman at Harding-Pencroft
Academy, renowned for producing the best marine scientists, naval warriors and underwater explorers in the world. But,
unlike the other students, the water is personal for Ana. After losing both of her parents on a scientific expedition, her
older brother Dev is now the only family she has. Ready to prove herself, Ana and her class are off to a top-secret
weekend trial at sea. But, on the bus ride to the ship, Ana and her schoolmates witness a terrible tragedy that will change
the trajectory of their lives forever. Rick Riordan's trademark humour, fast-paced action, and wide cast of characters are
on full display in this undersea adventure.
"The story of Anna Wiener's time spent working in Silicon Valley as the tech industry went through monumental changes"-As a vampire, Anna Strong has an immortal life...but now she’s running out of time. Anna’s relationship with shape-shifter Daniel Frey has
given her hope for a future with him and his son—especially when Frey proposes… But just when Anna starts to think her life couldn’t be
better, she must fly to France to be at the side of her dying mother. There she learns that not every vampire accepts her Chosen One status.
And one such vamp is about to go rogue—by leading his followers in a fight to usurp humanity…
A dark and edgy romance that will appeal to fans of erotic and turbulent relationships . . . In the near future, the Krinar rule the Earth. An
advanced race from another galaxy, they are still a mystery to us – and we are completely at their mercy. Shy and innocent, Mia Stalis is a
college student in New York City who has led a very normal life. Like most people, she’s never had any interactions with the invaders – until
one fateful day in the park changes everything. Having caught Korum’s eye, she must now contend with a powerful, dangerously seductive
Krinar who wants to possess her and will stop at nothing to make her his own. How far would you go to regain your freedom? How much
would you sacrifice to help your people? What choice will you make when you begin to fall for your enemy? WARNING: This book contains
strong sexual content and explicit language and is not suitable for readers under 18.
Young librarian Samantha Watkins has always been perfectly content with her humdrum existence. Never easily fitting in with anyone
anywhere, she feels most at ease in silence, among stacks of books. Sam believes in leaving fantasy and drama to the characters in her
beloved novels. But one night when she leaves work late, she finds herself center stage in a tale of vengeance and terror. Samantha is
rescued from a gang of vampires by Phoenix, a mysterious and otherworldly man. Suddenly her paranormal adventures take a far more
extraordinary turn than any story she's ever read. Phoenix, her savior, is actually a vampire as well, tasked with stopping his peers from
killing. With no possibility of returning to her former life, Sam becomes his assistant. Together they investigate a series of mysterious
disappearances and attempt to save the human race from a horrible fate. Battling vampires thrills and empowers Sam, but where does she
stand with supernatural Phoenix? Could Phoenix, through their work together, become a different man?
Life begins when your boss is killed. Five years ago, Cason Cole walked away from his wife and son and became a chew toy to an actual
god. Now, as the being he both loves and hates lies dying at his feet, the explosion still ringing in his ears, Cason is finally free. For the past
thirty years, gods and monsters have walked among us, making us their pawns and playthings. But mortals aren’t the poor things they were
in aeons past. It’s time for payback. Includes Bonus Novella Drag Hunt by Pat Kelleher Someone has stolen Coyote’s penis. His quest to
retrieve it—his latest victim, Richard Greene, in tow—will drag him into a terrifying conspiracy. Saving the world is going to take everything in
his bag of tricks—and he’s suffering from the ultimate performance anxiety. “Ultra-twisted.” Charlie Jane Anders, io9 “A grittier version of
American Gods... Unclean Spirits is a lesson in how to write godpunk.” Starburst Magazine “There is a powerful edge to Wendig’s writing, a
unique voice that stands apart. This voice is dark, gritty, dirty almost, but elegant and rich and absorbing.” SFBook Reviews
The most anticipated publication of the decade, The Lost Symbol is the stunning new thriller featuring Robert Langdon.
When Last The Vampire Lestat Was Seen, He Was Rising From The Dead In Present-Day New Orleans To Walk Again Among Anne Rice'S
Unforgettable Undead. Now Lestat Lives Again, But In A Twilight World Of Music And Memory. His Charismatic Friend Louis De Pointe Du
Lac Is Tortured By The Memory Of The Child Vampire, Claudia, Whom He Loved And Lost. He Calls On Merrick, Young And Gorgeous
Mixed-Race By-Blow Of The Rich New Orleans Mayfair Clan. To Save Louis' Sanity, Merrick Must Use Her Black Witchcraft To Call Up The
Ghost Of Claudia - However Dangerous This May Be. There Are Other Mayfair Spirits Who Will Not Lie Still, And Her Search Takes Her
Close To The Edge, Through Blood And Terror, Ritual And Violence. Sweeping From New Orleans To The Brazilian Jungle And The Island
Of Haiti, This Is Vampire Literature At Its Most Tantalising, Sexy And Irresistible.
4 1?2 Stars TOP PICK --RT Magazine "Best book of the year!" --Faith Hunter, New York Times Bestselling Author of the Jane Yellowrock
series Even the most powerful tracers can't track you if the magical trace you leave behind is too old. But I can track almost anything, even
dead trace. That makes me a unicorn, the Tooth Fairy, the Easter Bunny, and the Loch Ness Monster all rolled into one. In a word, I am
unique. A very special snowflake. And if anyone ever finds out, I'll be dead or a slave to one of the Tyet criminal factions. Riley Hollis has
quietly traced kidnapped children and quietly tipped the cops to their whereabouts one too many times. Now she's on the radar of Detective
Clay Price, a cop in the pocket of a powerful magic Tyet faction. When he blackmails her into doing a dangerous trace for him, Riley will have
to break every rule that keeps her safe. Or become a Tyet pawn in a deadly, magical war. "Diana Pharaoh Francis has crafted a winning
paranormal mystery that mixes sizzling sex, magic, and a decades old search for artifacts that could change their world." --Jeanne Stein,
Bestselling Author of The Anna Strong Chronicles "Trace of Magic caught me up fast and pulled me in tight for a fun, action-and-sass
adventure full of deadly magic and dangerous romance. Diana Pharaoh Francis delivers a downright terrific read." --Devon Monk, nationally
Bestselling Author of Hell Bent

The controversial journalistic analysis of the mentality that fostered the Holocaust, from the author of The Origins of
Totalitarianism Sparking a flurry of heated debate, Hannah Arendt’s authoritative and stunning report on the trial of
German Nazi leader Adolf Eichmann first appeared as a series of articles in The New Yorker in 1963. This revised edition
includes material that came to light after the trial, as well as Arendt’s postscript directly addressing the controversy that
arose over her account. A major journalistic triumph by an intellectual of singular influence, Eichmann in Jerusalem is as
shocking as it is informative—an unflinching look at one of the most unsettling (and unsettled) issues of the twentieth
century.
When Melanie, a hard-working law student, meets Vanessa, a glamorous executive, she is drawn to the enigmatic
woman and the escape Vanessa offers. Soon, Melanie is caught up in Vanessa's sensual games of submission. When
ghosts from the past reappear, both women must face their deepest fears.
"In the near future, the Krinar rule the Earth. An advanced race from another galaxy, they are still a mystery to us-- and
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we are completely at their mercy. Shy and innocent, Mia Stalis is a college student in New York City who has led a very
normal life. Like most people, she's never had any interaction with the invaders-- until one fateful day in the park changes
everything. Having caught Korum's eye, she must now contend with a powerful, dangerously seductive Krinar who wants
to possess her and will stop at nothing to make her his own."--Page 4 of cover.
Four of the bestselling names in romance and fantasy come together in this collection of thrilling novellas featuring
powerful women who know how to handle a hex or two.
“Stylish, smart, and scary as hell.” —Chris Bohjalian, #1 New York Times bestselling author "A nightmarish whiteknuckler." —O, The Oprah Magazine Oliver Park, a recovering addict from Indiana, finally has everything he ever wanted:
sobriety and a loving, wealthy partner in Nathan, a prominent DC trauma surgeon. Despite their difference in age and
disparate backgrounds, they've made a perfect life together. With everything to lose, Oliver shouldn't be visiting Haus, a
gay bathhouse. But through the entrance he goes, and it's a line crossed. Inside, he follows a man into a private room,
and it's the final line. Whatever happens next, Nathan can never know. But then, everything goes wrong, terribly wrong,
and Oliver barely escapes with his life. He races home in full-blown terror as the hand-shaped bruise grows dark on his
neck. The truth will destroy Nathan and everything they have together, so Oliver does the thing he used to do so well: he
lies. What follows is a classic runaway-train narrative, full of the exquisite escalations, edge-of-your-seat thrills, and ohmy-god twists. P. J. Vernon's Bath Haus is a scintillating thriller with an emotional punch, perfect for readers curious for
their next must-read novel.
With a single kiss, a young maid saves her beloved from the Snow Queen’s icy imprisonment. When splinters from an
evil troll’s magic mirror get into the heart and eye of Kai, he is tricked into accompanying the Snow Queen to her palace,
and only the innocence and kindness of Gerda’s heart can save him. The inspiration for Frozen, Hans Christian’s
Andersen’s “The Snow Queen” is one of the most beloved fairy tales in history. HarperPerennialClassics brings great
works of literature to life in digital format, upholding the highest standards in ebook production and celebrating reading in
all its forms. Look for more titles in the HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your digital library.
Loosely based on the Odyssey, this landmark of modern literature follows ordinary Dubliners through an entire day in
1904. Captivating experimental techniques range from interior monologues to exuberant wordplay and earthy humor.
Brilliant, original sci-fi and fantasy stories featuring brave and bold heroines Thirteen urban and paranormal tales of
strong women, armed with weapons they are not afraid to use, as well as fists and feet of fury, who face monsters and
bad guys-and are not above rescuing men in the process.
Thirty year old Anna Strong is a bounty hunter-tough, confident, at the top of her game. But when she is attacked one night in a
parking lot, her life is inexorably changed. She awakens in the hospital to find she has become Vampire and her world is now the
unsettling world of the undead. With her mentor, the vampire doctor who treated her in the hospital, she strives to make sense of it
all. But then her home is burned to the ground, and her business partner and best friend is kidnapped. Anna suddenly finds herself
alone on a quest to save not only her missing friend, but herself as well.
As a rational scientist who knows full well vampires are all hokum, Kismet Knight is the perfect choice to counsel troubled
wannabe vamps. That is until she meets Devereux: a sexy, mysterious man who claims to be a real - and immensely powerful 800-year-old vampire, and she is pulled into a whirlwind of inexplicable events that start her questioning everything she once
believed about the paranormal. Kismet Knight is about to achieve her dream job - but becoming the Vampire Shrink is going to
change her life. Forever.
"This is a really, really good book. Anna is a great character, Stein's plotting is adventurous and original, and I think my readers
would have a great time with THE BECOMING. Best of all, Stein is writing a sequel." --New York Times bestselling author
Charlaine Harris "With plot twists, engaging characters and smart writing, this first installment in a new supernatural series has all
the marks of a hit. Anna Strong lives up to her name: equally tenacious and vulnerable. She's a heroine with the charm, savvy and
intelligence that fans of Laurell K. Hamilton and Kim Harrison will be happy to root for. If this debut novel is any indication, Stein
has a fine career ahead of her." --Publishers Weekly My name is Anna Strong. I was thirty on my last birthday, and I will be thirty
when you read this. In fact, physically I will never be older than thirty no matter how many mortal years I have on this earth. I am a
vampire. How I became one and the reason for my existence is the reason for this story. I tell it the way it happened so you will
learn the truth as I did. It may not be what you expect . . . Anna Strong is a bounty hunter--tough, confident, at the top of her game.
But when she is attacked one night in a parking lot, her life is inexorably changed. She awakens in the hospital to find she has
become a vampire and her world is now the unsettling world of the undead. With her mentor, the vampire doctor who treats her,
she strives to make sense of it all. But then her home is burned to the ground, and her best friend is kidnapped. Anna suddenly
finds herself alone on a quest to save not only her friend, but herself as well . . .
'He's the seventh son of a seventh son. His name is Thomas J. Ward and he's my gift to the County. When he's old enough we'll
send you word. Train him well. He'll be the best apprentice you've ever had and he'll also be your last.' These were the words of
Tom's Mam to the county Spook some years ago. As Tom, the Spook and their allies prepare to battle with the Fiend on a huge
scale, to finally enact their revenge, it now remains to be seen whether Mam's declaration will come true.
As a teen, Anna Creed discovers she can time travel; a trick she uses to ‘jump’ from one place to another with no apparent
passage of time. All she needs are two wheels, speed and nerves of steel. Now eight years later she’s alone and pregnant when
her secret power takes control to save her life. Injured and confused Anna finds herself in the arms of Paul Richards, her summer
lover and the father of her child. But Paul has secrets of his own. He’s the head of an old conflict weary family and has been
Anna’s past life lover time and time again, something only he remembers. Things come apart for Anna when she starts ‘jumping’
in her sleep. Both Anna and her sister are in mortal danger from Paul’s uncle Damian and a ghost from her past life is driving her
to murder. As Anna and Paul’s fledgling relationship unravels she takes the final and unforgivable step of attacking him and
leaving him behind. From Northern California to the rainforests of British Columbia Anna gets closer to the truth about Paul’s
family and the realization that saving Paul and her unborn child may ultimately cost her life.
Newly-made vampire Anna has become a Watcher-one of the supernatural world's enforcers- even as she fights to control her
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vampiric rage. When a series of very dangerous events threatens to draw out her unstable powers, her Watcher mentor sends her
away for her own safety. But if there's one thing Anna has always been able to find, it's trouble.
Anna was four years old when Fynn, then only 16 himself, found her wandering round London’s Docklands one foggy night in the
1930s. Badly neglected and abandoned by her parents, he took her home to be cared for by his own family.
Prue McKeel is keeping out of trouble. Or trying to. Then her baby brother is abducted by crows and hauled off to the woods
beyond the city. It is up to Prue to bring him back. On her mission she is plunged into the world of Wildwood and there she meets
more trouble - and magic - than she ever thought possible.

Anna Strong seems finally to have achieved the right balance between her vampire and human lives. She's looking
forward to a normal summer with her husband and step son when an old enemy from the past appears--the vampire
Chael--and what he reveals changes everything. Someone is writing Anna's story under the guise of fiction and threatens
to expose the vampire world unless Anna grants the author what she desires most...a vampire existence of her own. Life
becomes even more complicated when her business partner, David, and their boss become victims of a Ponzy scheme.
But it's more than money at stake. Someone is killing off the investors one by one. It's up to Anna and David to find out
who before their boss becomes the next victim.
An ember storm of a novel, this is Booker Prize-winning novelist Richard Flanagan at his most moving—and
astonishing—best. In a world of perennial fire and growing extinctions, Anna’s aged mother is dying—if her three children
would just allow it. Condemned by their pity to living she increasingly escapes through her hospital window into visions of
horror and delight. When Anna’s finger vanishes and a few months later her knee disappears, Anna too feels the pull of
the window. She begins to see that all around her others are similarly vanishing, but no one else notices. All Anna can do
is keep her mother alive. But the window keeps opening wider, taking Anna and the reader ever deeper into a strangely
beautiful novel about hope and love and orange-bellied parrots.
VAMPIRE ANNA STRONG... Anna has struggled to adapt to her supernatural status while clinging to the vestiges of her
humanity. Now she must deal with her legacy. The sinister vampire who transformed her is dead, and Anna is entitled to
his vast fortune. But a predatory werewolf comes forward, claiming the inheritance as her own-and she'll kill to get what
she wants most: blood and money.
The compelling diary of a young girl on the brink of maturity as her life draws to toward its tragic end -- one of the most
moving and vivid documents of the Jewish experience.
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane Indian
Reservation. Determined to take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an
all-white farm town high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully
written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences, coupled with
poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one
Native American boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak,
interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and
collectors alike.
The thrilling final installment of Chloe Neill's New York Times bestselling urban fantasy series sees sinister sorcery
advancing across Chicago, and it might usher in the fall of Cadogan House.... Since the night of her brutal attack and
unwilling transformation into a vampire, Merit has stood as Sentinel and protector of Chicago's Cadogan House. She's
saved the Windy City from the forces of darkness time and again with her liege and lover, Ethan Sullivan, by her side.
When the House is infiltrated and Merit is attacked by a vampire who seems to be under the sway of dark magic, Merit
and Ethan realize the danger is closer than they could have imagined. As malign sorcery spreads throughout the city,
Merit must go to war against supernatural powers beyond her comprehension. It is her last chance to save everythingand everyone-she loves.
Rowan Mayfair, a neurosurgeon with special powers and the descendant of a dynasty of witches, is drawn to Michael
Curry, gifted with strange powers after a near-fatal accident, as they seek to unlock the secret of their talents.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Anne Rice, this sensuously written spellbinding classic remains 'the most
successful vampire story since Bram Stoker's Dracula' (The Times) In a darkened room a young man sits telling the
macabre and eerie story of his life - the story of a vampire, gifted with eternal life, cursed with an exquisite craving for
human blood. Anne Rice's compulsively readable novel is arguably the most celebrated work of vampire fiction since
Bram Stoker's Dracula was published in 1897. When Interview with the Vampire was originally published the Washington
Post said it was: called Interview with the Vampire a 'thrilling, strikingly original work of the imagination . . . sometimes
horrible, sometimes beautiful, always unforgettable'. Now, more than forty years since its release, Anne Rice's
masterpiece is more beloved than ever.
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